
     Dear Youth Pastor/Leader, 

        Thanks so much for taking the time to open this Calibrate Sr. High promo pack!  The   

           excitement is beginning to build as we approach the dates for a long awaited return of,  

              Calibrate Sr. High Camp Experience at OVPC.  We know it has been a while since we  

                have been able to experience camp and all the life change that takes place there. It  

      is for that reason that we eagerly anticipate the dates for this Sr. High Calibrate as  

      they have been set for August 11-14th, 2022.

      If you have yet to hear what Calibrate Sr. High Camp is, here’s a summary of what  

            it’s all about.  Basically a few years ago we changed the format of what was formally   

     called, “Youth Camp” at OVPC and came up with a fresh new model for camp we called,   

           “Calibrate”.  Our first 3 yrs. under this new model for camp saw consistent growth at each 

Calibrate.  Then Covid happened…and well…you know the rest. Obviously, there is still so much uncertainty surrounding the current 

pandemic and so this new model for camp allows us to move forward with some form of a camp experience.  But there are some other 

reasons we really believe this new model will benefit those who participate.  One of which is that we really felt we could SERVE our 

Youth Pastors/Leaders better by providing an experience that facilitates a much more sustainable plan for follow-up and discipleship.  

That being said, Calibrate model puts the responsibility for your students right back where it belongs…with YOU!  That means students 

no longer register on their own through the camp website, but now register through you or another Leader from your church on our 

www.eodyouthchannel.com website.  This also means that our camps no longer provide the coaches/leaders to supervise and provide 

leadership to students during camp.  You as a pastor/main leader now need to provide the appropriate number of qualified leaders from 

your church for the number of students you’re bringing (just as you would for one of our conventions/conferences).

The question then becomes, what if you have a student or two wanting to join us for camp, but you are not able to come or provide 

leaders to accompany them?  That is a great question, and one we are willing to come alongside you to help facilitate.  It’s in these rare 

cases where we will do our best to connect that student(s) with another youth ministry that is planning to attend camp, that may be 

close to your church, or possibly your student has a connection with that group.  

We realize many of you are very familiar with the Calibrate experience now and no longer have many questions.  However, we do have 

some newer YP’s in the Ottawa area and so if that’s you and you do have questions, we want you to know we are here and available to 

help you with any questions/concerns you may have about this new model for camp.   

Calibrate will include all kinds of exciting activities, sports, late night events, and the infamous mud pit, that you expect to find at camp!  

Our chosen theme for Calibrate Sr. High is “ROOTED”, as we really believe these students have the capacity to go so much deeper in 

their faith by being rooted in the Word, their identity, His presence, their purpose and in their devotion to Him. 

Please check out our website for all things Calibrate related, including our ministry guests, schedule, booking accommodations as well as 

registering your group.  

Keep in mind that registration includes all programming, activities, and meals, but does NOT include accommodations or transportation. 

Accommodations will get booked up quickly so we strongly encourage you getting an idea of how many students you think will be 

coming with you to Calibrate asap and booking your rooms.

Enclosed in this package you will find all the materials needed to begin promoting this event to your students. 

If you have any further questions about registration, scheduling or anything else regarding Calibrate please contact Ashley Livingston at 

alivingston@eod.paoc.org or 289-251-2766.

See you at Calibrate,


